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Contains bingo-friendly letter internal pattern -NIM- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

Unscramble them from alphagrams and abridged definitions 

AACIILMN living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [adj] 

AAILLMNY physically (in physical manner) [adv] 

AADEIMNT to give life to [v] 

AAEIMNRT one that gives life to [n -S] 

AAEIMNST to give life to [v] 

AAIMNORT one that gives life to [n -S] 

AAIMNOST musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

AIIMMNSS belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n] 

AIIMNSST adherent of belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n] 

AEIMNSSU feeling of hostility [n] 

AACHIMNZ cantor (religious singer) [n] 

AAHIMNZZ cantor (religious singer) [n] 

ACIIILMN unfriendly (not friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [adj] 

AEHIKMNZ cantor (religious singer) [n] 

EIILMNNT medicinal liquid [n -S] 

AIILMMNS element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n] 

IIILLMMN small-scale steel mill [n -S] 

EIIIMMNS to make as small as possible [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EIIIMMNZ to make as small as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IIMMMNSU least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

AIIMMNNY minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

EIMMNNTU means of defense [n -S] 

BEILMNST agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

BDEIMNSU luminous cloud [adj] 

BEIMNSSU luminous cloud [n] 

AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S] 

DEIMMNOO of all modes [adj] 

BDEIMNUU not imbued (to make thoroughly wet) [adj] 

ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj] 
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ANSWERS 

ANIMALIC AACIILMN ANIMAL, living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [adj] 

ANIMALLY AAILLMNY physically (in physical manner) [adv] 

ANIMATED AADEIMNT ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

ANIMATER AAEIMNRT animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

ANIMATES AAEIMNST ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

ANIMATOR AAIMNORT one that animates (to give life to) [n -S] 

ANIMATOS AAIMNOST ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANIMISMS AIIMMNSS ANIMISM, belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n] 

ANIMISTS AIIMNSST ANIMIST, adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n] 

ANIMUSES AEIMNSSU ANIMUS, feeling of hostility [n] 

CHAZANIM AACHIMNZ CHAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

HAZZANIM AAHIMNZZ HAZZAN, hazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

INIMICAL ACIIILMN unfriendly (not friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [adj] 

KHAZENIM AEHIKMNZ KHAZEN, hazzan (hazan (cantor (religious singer))) [n] 

LINIMENT EIILMNNT medicinal liquid [n -S] 

MINIMALS AIILMMNS MINIMAL, element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n] 

MINIMILL IIILLMMN small-scale steel mill [n -S] 

MINIMISE EIIIMMNS to minimize (to make as small as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MINIMIZE EIIIMMNZ to make as small as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MINIMUMS IIMMMNSU MINIMUM, least possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

MINYANIM AIIMMNNY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MUNIMENT EIMMNNTU means of defense [n -S] 

NIMBLEST BEILMNST NIMBLE, agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

NIMBUSED BDEIMNSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [adj] 

NIMBUSES BEIMNSSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [n] 

NONIMAGE AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S] 

OMNIMODE DEIMMNOO of all modes [adj] 

UNIMBUED BDEIMNUU not imbued (to make thoroughly wet) [adj] 

UNIMODAL ADILMNOU having or involving one mode [adj] 


